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STOPPAGE OF ‘MARGIN SPEAK’ OF with Anand Teltumbde. If there was no backdrop to this
d l t it h ld b t k i i dANAND TELTUMBDE IN EPW: ‘NATION’S 

CONSCIENCE’ ON DEATHBED?

The Economic and Political Weekly (EPW), which was

launched in 1949 and shepherded by Sachin Chaudhuri, is today
owned by the Sameesksha Trust. It has been known to be a
journal with ‘social conscience’. IIM Ahmedabad had once termed
it the only institution in India for public policy analysis. Indeed, it

development, it perhaps would be taken as misconceived
proposition. However, it was not so. Since the new editor took
over EPW, the editorial comments on Anand’s submission had a
distinct message that criticism of the government or the prime
minister would not be accepted. Never in the past was his write‐
up returned. The editorial team did make changes here and there
and they were mutually appreciated. But this time it was returned
twice so as to provoke Anand to voice his apprehension of the
editorial policy in writing The uncanny pattern of editorialit the only institution in India for public policy analysis. Indeed, it

has been a prestigious institution known to be vocal about issues
having deep social impact and providing an alternate way of
looking at them, backed by strong research. In its long history, it
has been regularly read by activists, academics, non‐academics,
policy makers, etc. to understand events and phenomena that
affect society. It has been largely fearless in critiquing state
policies and governments in the course of its journey since birth ‐
initially under the name Economic Weekly and then under the

editorial policy in writing. The uncanny pattern of editorial
correction for the parts, which were critical of Modi or the ruling
government, raised serious questions on the intention of the
editor. This happened with his last column ‘Modi Scare to
Modicare’ ultimately published with the title ‘Dissecting
Modicare’ but only after substantially diluting the tone of the
critique of the Ayushman Bharat or the National Health Protection
Mission (AB‐NHPM), euphemistically termed Modicare and
deleting entire part of the terror Modi unleashed among the

current name since 1966. However, all this seems to be changing
– for the worse. Though a cursory glance at developments in the
recent past may look like routine administrative changes within
the organization, a deeper look reveals a plausible rot in the
administration which might destroy the moral and ethical
integrity of this organization that had been carefully built over
these years.

“Margin Speak” was a column of Anand Teltumbde that
d i EPW i l f l d d A b i hild f

g p g
populace. This was a clear case of some prompt from the top to
curtail voices which are critical of the current regime and the kind
of policies they are pursuing aggressively, and of course, of people
crawling when they are asked to bend.

This development must not be looked in isolation; rather the
series of events that have been unravelling, especially post 2014,
must be seen together. Rammanohar Reddy, who took over EPW
in 2004 after legendary Krishna Raj, had taken the journal to a

appeared in EPW consistently for almost a decade. A brainchild of
C. Rammanohar Reddy, the then editor of EPW, and shaped by
Anand, it had soon become a popular read transcending the
intellectual barriers of EPW. It was considered by many as a
wonderful contribution, coming as it did from a noted activist‐
scholar with impeccable intellectual integrity, to the perspectives
on contemporary issues concerning people living on ‘margins’.
This fact was widely acknowledged by innumerable readers of the
column and also by previous editors of the Weekly In its journey

new high during his stewardship. However, he had to step down
due to differences with the Sameeksha Trust in 2016.
Longstanding readers and contributors of the journal globally had
then expressed concern over the ‘unhappy and ungracious parting
of the ways’. The next editor, Paranjoy Guha Thakurta also was
eased out for having crossed the Adani. The current editor,
without any editorial or management experience, was perhaps
brought in to sanitize EPW of the elements critical of the current
dispensation He got rid of the entire consulting team for specialcolumn, and also by previous editors of the Weekly. In its journey,

Margin Speak has been unafraid in its criticism of governments
and their policies irrespective of which party has been in power.
Many like us have felt that Margin Speak has been the best thing
that had happened to EPW. The articles in Margin Speak got
translated to almost all major Indian languages, including Hindi,
Marathi, Tamil, Telugu, Kannada, Malayalam, Bengali, Punjabi,
Urdu, etc. The translations were printed and circulated among
multiple activist groups and organs throughout the country.

dispensation. He got rid of the entire consulting team for special
issues on women comprising persons like Kalpana Sharma and the
long time deputy editor Bernard D’Mello from EPW. The stoppage
of Anand’s Margin Speak was perhaps the culmination of it.

This kind of ethical, moral and ideological degradation of the
organization is unprecedented in the history of EPW. The state
machinery and government has been unpleased with Anand’s
unsparing critique is now public by the manner in which he has
been falsely implicated in the Bhima Koregaon case under thep g p g g y

Clearly, the popularity and outreach of Margin Speak among
readers easily exceeded any other column at EPW. The last
column under Margin Speak by Anand appeared in the issue
dated 20 October, 2018. The readers wondered whether Anand
was unable to write it because of his harassment by the state. But
slowly, the facts began trickling down that shockingly exposed the
rot that set in this prestigious institution called EPW.

The changes began happening with the new editor Gopal

been falsely implicated in the Bhima Koregaon case under the
dreaded UAPA. This is understandable as his writings and activism
has consistently exposed the nature of the anti‐people Indian
state and been the voice of the oppressed people for decades.
Why has EPW to follow in the footsteps of the rulers?
Interestingly, while most journals and papers in the country have
shown concern over the manner in which the state has fabricated
the Bhima‐Koregaon case and implicated noted scholars and
activists as ‘Urban Maoists’, EPW has maintained its silence. Do
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Guru taking over. It is learnt that EPW proposed through a
member of the editorial team that Margin Speak would be made
available to other writers and Anand would be informed about
when his piece would be required. This was obviously a ploy to kill
the column as it was well‐known that Margin Speak had acquired
a distinct personality of its own over a decade which was integral

we take that EPW has given up to be an institution of public policy
analysis? Do we assume that it has reduced itself to be an organ
of sterile intellectualization? Historian Ramachandra Guha, a
contributor and reader of EPW, had rightly commented,
“If EPW goes, the nation’s conscience goes”. Has the time then
arrived?



CONDEMN THE POLICE ATROCITIES 
ON THE ACTIVISTS AND VILLAGERS 
IN NIYAMGIRI!

revealed within two years. It was realized that the real intention
of Vedanta behind the plan of setting up this refinery is to
extract bauxite from the Niyamgiri hills. This mountain is very
sacred to the local people belonging to Dongria Kondh tribe and
it i hi d b th M th li d li lih d fCountry‐wide police crackdowns are being carried on the

social activists who are struggling to protect the rights of
marginalised communities. Lingaraj Azad – an important
member of Niyamgiri Surakshya Samiti (NSS) – became the
recent victim of this. On 6th March 2019, he was arrested from
Lanjigarh. Starting from the consistent protests against the
attempts of bauxite mining in Niyamgiri hills to the protests

h f d h

it is worshipped by them. Moreover, the lives and livelihoods of
the local tribal people rotate around this mountain. Thus,
bauxite mining in this mountain will not only violate the
religious and cultural rights of the local people, but also
negatively affect the eco‐system and environment of that
region. Considering all these points, the Supreme Court of India,
after a long legal battle, finally instructed to protect the rights of
local people belonging to Scheduled Tribes (ST) or Other
T diti l F t D ll (OTFD) t i i Thagainst the repression of state and corporate powers on the

local adivasi people, this organization has played a significant
role for the last two decades and still continuing its activities
with the same vigour. However, since April 2017, the present
fascist ruling class have initiated a propaganda that NSS has
links with the banned outfit CPI (Maoist), and using this as an
excuse, the members of NSS and few other rights organizations
are attacked by the police. For example – Raygarh police

d h i b f NSS L d Sik k

Traditional Forest Dwellers (OTFD) categories, in any case. Thus,
the Orissa government was forced to conduct village‐council
meetings in 12 villages. In each village, the villagers opined
unanimously against the mining in Niyamgiri hills. Therefore,
finally Vedanta’s plea of bauxite mining in Niyamgiri hills was
rejected. Lingaraj Azad, Lada Sikaka and the whole NSS played a
significant role in this long legal battle. However, after the new
government came into power, the Vedanta has again started

ti bl i th It i l d th Sarrested another important member of NSS – Lada Sikaka on
23rd October 2018. British – a member of Bhumi Adhikar
Surakshya Samiti – was arrested illegally in Kalahandi. At
present, Lingaraz Azad was arrested based on two FIRs, among
which the older one was registered on April 2017 alleging his
active involvement in the protest outside the Vedanta
aluminium plant, and the recent one was registered on
February 2019 for his participation in the protest against setting

CRPF i h h ffi f T il h Th

creating problems in the area. It again appealed the Supreme
Court to reconsider the decisions taken in village‐council
meetings. Meanwhile, it started to create an ambience of fear in
the villages so that the villagers hand over their own jal‐jangal‐
jamin to Vedanta, out of fear. In this new misdeed, the police
force of ruling class is acting like the hired goons of Vedanta.
They are involved in all kinds of nefarious activities such as –
conducting raids at night, harassing Dongria Kondh women and
ti i t h i t i i ti l i f lup a CRPF camp in the panchayat office of Trilochanpur. The

Orissa police informed that the arrest of Azad is a part of severe
crackdown on “anti‐socials”, “Maoist supporters” and “all those
who are creating problems in the district by organizing mass‐
protests against the bauxite mining in Niyamgiri”, before “the
general election of 2019”. Undoubtedly, these social activists
are real problems in front of Vedanta. Thus, the police
statement made it clear that in reality the problems of ruling
l d th bl f bi t

activists who are against mining, arresting people in false
charges and assaulting them in police custody, kidnapping etc.
To handle these “problem‐creating” “anti‐socials” they are
implicating them with Maoist connections and using the
Unlawful Activities Prevention Act (UAPA) as a weapon to arrest
them. Also, it must be mentioned that the attempt to set up a
CRPF camp in Trilochanpur is violating the PESA Act and FRA
Act. Still, in spite of the peoples’ protest, the construction work
of the camp is going on Anyone can understand that why andclass and the problems of big corporates are synonymous.

Worldwide, the list of Vedanta’s misdeeds such as violating
environmental regulations, violating human rights is quite long.
Last year the incident of unprovoked police firing on the
unarmed protestors in front of Vedanta’s Sterlite copper plat in
Thuthukudi, Tamil Nadu, in which 13 people died, was added to
that list as another misdeed by Vedanta perpetrated in India. In
Orissa’s Niyamgiri, for the last two decades, the same Vedanta

of the camp is going on. Anyone can understand that why and
for whose interest this camp is being set up.

At this moment, the villagers of more than one village in
that area are facing the joint attack of Vedanta’s security forces
and state‐police forces. Recently when the displaced tribal
people were demonstrating in front of Lanjigarh refinery with
their demand of ensuring education of their children, the police
brutally attacked them. It is reported that one villager died and

h h d d l l k d h
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and its pernicious activities are resisted by the local Dongria
Kondh tribe. In 2003, suppressing the real facts of violations of
environmental regulations, Vedanta submitted an application
seeking permission to set up an aluminium refinery along with a
thermal power plant in Lanjigarh. However, due to the Supreme
Court’s investigation into the matter the real facts were

more than thirty are wounded. Police also attacked the
Basantapada village. In this way, every moment the nexus of
state and the corporates are unleashing fresh attacks on
common people. Let us raise voice together and form a united
resistance against such attacks.



‘SAFFRONISING’ EDUCATION: THE 
VEDIC EDUCATION BOARD

Maharshi Sandipani Rashtriya Vedavidya Pratishthan

(MSRVP), a fully‐funded autonomous body under the Ministry
of Human Resource Development (MHRD), has given its ‘in‐

pseudoscientific remarks [4]. The attempt to saffronise the
school education system in India is taking place in various forms
in the BJP‐ruled states before 2014, and on the national level
post 2014. The set‐up of the BSB symbolises an escalation of the
Centre’s drive to infuse the beliefs of the Vedas and other Hindu
religious texts, and it is also a direct attack on the education
based on critical inquiry rationality and scientific temperof Human Resource Development (MHRD), has given its in

principle’ clearance to a new national board of education, the
Bhartiya Shiksha Board (BSB), with the objective of
‘standardising Vedic education’. MSRVP was formed in 1987 to
promote ‘Ved‐Vidya’ (Vedic learning). The meeting, in which the
clearance was given, was chaired by HRD minister Prakash
Javadekar and attended by the minister of state for law and
justice, P.P. Chaudhary. The board will award Ved Bhushan and
Ved Vibhushan qualifications equivalent to class 10 and 12

based on critical inquiry, rationality and scientific temper.
For the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS), Vishwa Hindu

Parishad (VHP), and other right‐wing organisations, the
‘Westernised’ education system is responsible for the moral,
religious and cultural degradation of the Indian people. While it
is true that Macaulay introduced English education in colonial
India to recruit Indians to low‐level government service in order
to make the Indians more compliant and servile to the Empire,
h l f th B h i d th ted b us a qua cat o s equ a e t to c ass 0 a d

education. Mr Javadekar said that the objective is to blend
Vedic education with modern education where students can
take their majors in Sanskrit and the Vedas and their minors in
other modern subjects [1]. The BSB will standardise ‘Indian
traditional knowledge’ such as Vedic education, Sanskrit
education, Shastras and Darsanas and ‘Bhartiya Parampara’ [2].
It will also draft syllabus, conduct examinations and issue
certificates. This board is likely to benefit institutions such as

however, monopoly of the Brahmin and other upper‐caste men
in obtaining education was undermined to a certain extent [5].
Although, it may be admitted that we need a major reform to
eliminate colonial hangover and achieve a secular and modern
education system, the Modi government is trying to go back to
the education system founded on caste discrimination. In the
Rig Veda’s tenth Mandal (part), Purusha Sukta, 91st Richa
(hymn), the origin of the fourfold Varna‐based Hindu social
d h b i l B h i R j (th dy

Ramdev’s Acharyakulam, Vidya Bharati schools (run by the RSS)
and Gurukuls (run by the Arya Samaj) which are not recognised
currently by the school boards such as CBSE [2].

Initially, a proposal was submitted in this regard by the
Haridwar based Vedic Education Research Institute (VERI) run
by Baba Ramdev’s Patanjali Yogpeeth in 2015. However, it was
dismissed on the ground that a state sanction for a private
board would lead to similar requests by others A similar

order has been given, namely Brahmins, Rajanya (the word
‘Kshatriya’ was not mentioned in the Rig Veda), Vaishya and
Shudra [6]. Will this structure be followed even today? How will
this accommodate the ex‐untouchables, tribals, religious
minorities, etc? What will be the position of women and dalits?
Will the students who learn Vedic education also follow the
Brahminical ritualistic practices? Here, it may be mentioned that
Vedic pathshalas which exist in many places in the country have
an essential caste character [7] And if this is promoted furtherboard would lead to similar requests by others. A similar

proposal was made in 2016 under the then HRD minister Smriti
Irani. Thereafter, on February 12 of this year, the government
agreed to let private players to set up the board. With a view to
the forthcoming election, the ‘Expression of Interest’ (EOI)
inviting applications was given only a week’s time. The trust
Patanjali Yogpeeth's bid was judged the best by a selection
committee. The other two private contenders for the same
were Ritnand Balved Education Foundation (which runs the

an essential caste character [7]. And if this is promoted further,
it will have a serious regressive impact on the society.

Therefore, the idea of setting the BSB and equating ‘Vedic’
with ‘Indian’ is clearly an attempt of reproducing the cultural
hegemony and ethnocentrism of the BJP government and the
right‐wing organisations.
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applicants) is believed to be the key factor for the selection [3].
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ON PSEUDOSCIENCE: AN AID TO 
FASCISM

pseudoscientific claims come from the stage of Indian Science
Congress, the problem intensifies.FASCISM

India in the last few years has witnessed a meteoric rise of

Hindutva majoritarianism spearheaded by the RSS‐BJP Fascist
regime at the centre. The RSS‐BJP has practically declared war
against all rational and progressive voices active within this
nation through coercion, threats, and even death. Narendra
Dabholkar, Govind Pansare, M.M. Kalburgi, and Gauri Lankesh
were rationalists assassinated by Hindutva goons for their

The AYUSH (Ayurveda, Yoga, Unani, Naturopathy, Siddha,
Homeopathy) ministry was set up in 2014 to promote a host of
medical practices that are majorly pseudoscientific [2]. On one
hand the central government is investing on such
pseudoscientific practices by forming a separate ministry, on
the other hand healthcare facilities are increasingly being
privatised rendering them out of the reach of the common
people. In the rural settings people already are heavily

were rationalists assassinated by Hindutva goons for their
staunch critique of the ideals of Hindutva that feed off of
pseudoscientific practices prevalent in the society. The
centuries old fight against the proponents of pseudoscience
who use it as a tool to preserve their hegemony thus continues.

The beginning of this year was marked with the 106th
edition of the Indian Science Congress that has for the last few
years, been reduced to a ‘circus’ (to quote the Nobel laureate
V k t R k i h ) i hi h d i i ll

dependent upon quacks leading to premature deaths from even
curable diseases. This issue needs to be addressed at the local
level by promotion of awareness against the prevalent
pseudoscientific methods, more importantly there needs to be
government health centres that impart affordable conventional
healthcare measures. Instead of all these, the measures that are
being taken (like AYUSH) are pushing people backwards in time.
In December 2016, IIT Delhi held a workshop to initiate a

Venkatraman Ramakrishnan) in which academicians as well as
independent researchers are allowed to make preposterous
claims regarding ancient Indian science and technology. Instead
of employing conventional scientific methodology, they cite the
Vedas and Puranas as their source of facts and evidences. A
particularly outlandish claim made this year by an independent
researcher KJ Krishnan was the utter negation of the
contributions of Newton, Einstein, and Hawking in the field of
theoretical Physics He went on to propose that Gravitational

national project to validate the health benefits of panchgavya (a
concoction of urine, milk, dung, curd, and ghee obtained from
cow). IIT Delhi even received fifty research proposals on this
matter from various institutes [3]. The Central University of
Kerala has recently issued a circular restricting research topics
to only matters of ‘national priority’ [4]. Such diktats impose
boundaries on the freedom of operation of researchers and go
against the temper of scientific investigation.

theoretical Physics. He went on to propose that Gravitational
waves should be renamed as 'Narendra Modi waves' [1].

In the year 2016, after decades of hard work, scientists
were able to detect the 'chirp' of gravitational waves for the
first time, putting the General Theory of Relativity on a firmer
basis. The utterly pseudoscientific claims made by researchers
at the Indian Science Congress not only prove the worthlessness
of the screening procedure at ISCA (if it exists at all), but also
d l l h d f h f

Dissent has the power to resist the increasing Hindutva
Fascist tendencies within the nation. Hence, the Hindutva
brigade actively promotes pseudoscience to crush the spirit of
dissent that comes from flourishing of scientific temper. In pre‐
WWII Germany, Hitler rallied the people of Germany against the
Jews by spreading the idea of Aryan racial superiority. This leaf
out of history reinforces the fact that patronage of
pseudoscience is a common mode of operation of Fascist

deeply insults the endeavour of the entire scientific community
who devote their lives to bringing more rigour to theoretical
predictions via experimental validation/falsification. What is
even more terrifying is that the target audience chosen for
making such claims comprised mostly of school students and
teachers. For children of such impressionable age, it would be
foolish to expect that they would possess the faculty to filter
the truth out of the myth presented to them by these so called
i i Th i li i f h f ld Fi l

regimes. In the Indian context too, pseudoscience would gain
stronger grounds with deepening of Fascist tendencies unless
strong voices of dissent emerge from within.
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scientists. The implications of such events are twofold. Firstly,
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comes to educating young minds. When such deluge of
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COMMEMORATING BHAGAT SINGH 
ON HIS 88TH YEAR OF MARTYRDOM

worked for.
When most of the leaders of his times were having only

one immediate goal of physically expelling the Britishers which
- Article contributed by Swati, IIT BHU

“The peasant who grows corn for all, starves with his

family, the weaver who supplies the world market with textile
fabrics, has not enough to cover his own and his children’s
bodies, masons, smiths and carpenters who raise magnificent
palaces, live like pariahs in the slums.” The above mentioned
lines seem as a very recent picture of our society but to the

one immediate goal of physically expelling the Britishers which
they used to call as freedom, Bhagat Singh understood their
strategy to safeguard the interests of Indian feudal and
capitalists and their intentions of transferring the power
through a compromise between the British and Indian
capitalists. He had prescience to look beyond the immediate.
One of his last messages from prison on March 3rd, 1931 was
quite explicit saying, “The struggle in India would continue so
long as a handful of exploiters go on exploiting the labour of thelines seem as a very recent picture of our society, but to the

surprise they were loudly said by Bhagat Singh around 90 years
back in court to the magistrate. These lines by Bhagat Singh
clearly speaks of the naked truth about our society which
remains same even after a century. Even after being called
republic, it can be observed that the socio‐political and
economic disparities continued and have increased to a great
extent.

I th ti h l t d t b d d

long as a handful of exploiters go on exploiting the labour of the
common people for their own ends. It matters little whether
these exploiters are purely British capitalists, or British and
Indians in alliance, or even purely Indian.” He was no ordinary
revolutionary with passion to die or kill for the cause of
freedom. His vision was to establish a classless society, for him
‘Inquilab Zindabaad’ was not merely an emotional war cry but a
lofty ideal to end class distinctions and exploitation of the
masses and which would give birth to a new social orderIn the time when people are expected to wear badges and

slogans of blind nationalism on their heads, and people are
being misled about the real causes of the problems of society,
we really need to question this definition and idea of
nationalism. We need to think if lynching people based on caste
and religious identity, or imposing UAPA and sedition on
students , intellectuals and activists for having dissent , grabbing
the adivasi’s land for corporate interests, privatising the already
i ffi i t bli d ti t ti lli f

masses and which would give birth to a new social order.
Bhagat Singh considered communalism as big as an enemy

as colonialism. He wrote, “Your well‐being is in erasing the
discrimination based on colour, creed, race, religion,
regionalism and unite together to try and take the power of
government into your hands. By trying so, you are not going to
lose anything but one day your shackles will break freeing you
from economic despondency.” His ideas of internationalism
i i d f hi ti H t d “O th i f L iinsufficient public education system, supporting rallies for

rapists, declaring riots, murdering journalists, cold blooded fake
encounters are our idea of serving the nation? With this fake
“nationalism” as cover, manuvadi‐hindutva‐fascism is showing
its most naked form and the state is consciously preventing us
from looking into the chains of slavery around us. In such times,
Bhagat Singh’s vision of social and political justice needs to be
revisited; we need to be engaged with the significant
intellectual legacy of struggle which he has left behind

inspired many of his times. He noted, “On the occasion of Lenin
Day we send out heartfelt congratulations to all, on the
developments in the Soviet Union. We consider ourselves to be
part of the world revolutionary movement. Workers’ rule will
be established, capitalism and imperialism will be destroyed.”
About the caste based exploitation in India, he wrote in one of
his article, “Our country is unique where six crore citizens are
called untouchables and their mere touch defiles the upper

t G d t d if th t th t l It iintellectual legacy of struggle which he has left behind.
We are made to remember Bhagat Singh as a brave‐heart

who sacrificed his life for nation at the age of 23 in the struggle
for independence. Most leaders have intentionally ignored his
social programme, projecting him merely as a passionate anti‐
colonialist and nationalist, which is not only inaccurate, but
incomplete. They pay homage to Bhagat Singh on his
anniversary like rituals, and distort the life and history of our

h h l l d b

castes. Gods get enraged if they enter the temples. It is
shameful that such things are being practiced in the twentieth
century.”

We can clearly see that the current so called trajectory of
development of “independent” India is the exact contrast of
Bhagat Singh’s vision about freedom. The greatest challenge
today is to make sure that the country's institutions live up to
democratic principles. The call of the hour is to wake up wide to
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martyrs, which is not mere a political drama but a serious
conspiracy to prevent the youth from knowing his actual ideas.
His martyrdom is venerated, but we seldom ponder over his
intellectual legacy, something which we should actually look for
in order to create an egalitarian society which he dreamt of and

one's revolutionary responsibilities. Bhagat Singh’s vision of
social and political justice continues to be relevant and his
ideals should inspire us to take forward the revolutionary
struggle for freedom from exploitation.



STATE OF SAFETY IN CHEMICAL Duan and Bin He both members of the Chinese Academy ofSTATE OF SAFETY IN CHEMICAL 
INDUSTRY IN CHINA:  A NOTE

The death toll climbed to 64 in one of the worst industrial

accidents at the Chenjiagang Industrial Park in the city of
Yancheng, in Jiangsu province in China on 21st March, 2019. The
explosion at a pesticide plant severely injured more than 600
people and many neighbouring factories inside the industrial

Duan and Bin He, both members of the Chinese Academy of
Sciences, mentioned that much of the existing emergency
response procedures were “not systemic and complete” and
have highlighted poor information and organizational structure
in the industry, slow response times and bad decision‐making.

Apart from China’s industrial safety and emergency
preparedness, the disasters have posed several questions about
corruption and government efficiency. Reports point to strong

li i l i b h dpeople and many neighbouring factories inside the industrial
park caught fire after the explosion. China's earthquake
administration reported a tremor equivalent to 2.2‐magnitude
at the time of the blast. The country has witnessed a series of
industrial accidents ranging from mining disasters to factory
fires that have accompanied the “economic growth” of the
nation in the last three decades. In November, a series of blasts
during the delivery of flammable gas at a chemical
manufacturer killed 23 people. In 2015, 173 people died in

political connections between the company and government
officials, indicating corruption playing a huge role in the
company’s growth and operations where the cost of safety and
disaster management have been largely compromised. A simple
example can illustrate the statement ‐ Tianjin, the closest port
to Beijing, accounts for 70% of the dangerous goods shipments
into China’s largest city last year. But only three logistic
companies are licensed to handle nine categories of dangerous
h i l Th b 40 l i i i h hmanufacturer killed 23 people. In 2015, 173 people died in

explosion in a massive chemical warehouse in the northern city
of Tianjin which is considered to be one of the worst industrial
disaster in China. More than 4,000 people were killed in
accidents involving hazardous chemicals in China between 2009
and 2014, according to Zhao Laijun, a professor at Shanghai
Jiaotong University who has advised the Shanghai government
on chemical facilities safety. An analysis mentions that the
probability of 200–600 casualty accidents occurring per year in

chemicals. There are about 40 logistics companies who have
tried to get licensed to handle chemicals; none got an approval.
It has to be noted that the business of dangerous chemicals
storage is an industry where monopolies mean it is two or three
times more profitable than ordinary goods shipment.

There are instances where organizations like the China
Biodiversity Conservation and Green Development Foundation,
along with Friends for Nature have sued three chemicalprobability of 200 600 casualty accidents occurring per year in

China is 59.10%. Fourteen out of thirty provinces are identified
to have poor safety management with regard to hazardous
chemicals. The rapid development of the petrochemical
industry in China has brought with it greater challenges of
hazardous chemical accidents. The above‐mentioned figures
indicate that China lacks systematic safety management of
hazardous chemicals. The question then arises on the need of
developing petrochemical industries and chemical hubs without

companies. However, in January 2017 a court ruled that the
companies would not have to pay compensation or apologise.
In current times, the Chinese workplace safety laws encourage a
culture of damage control over prevention. According to an
expert in Chinese employment law Mimi Zou, “The regulatory
approach has been to just respond when there’s been an
accident, but obviously that doesn’t address all the risks
involved … prioritising damage control over preventivedeveloping petrochemical industries and chemical hubs without

taking care of safety of people, environmental health and
sustainability.

The accidents have raised concerns about violations of
safety standards. These include possible problems with rules on
the testing, transporting and storing of dangerous chemicals. As
far back as 2009, Chemical Industry News, a local industry
publication, reported that many of China’s chemical
warehouses were old and likely to have safety problems and

[measures] just means that you’re not really addressing the root
of the problem.” There are multiple cases where companies
(related to disasters) have been illegally operating for years
owing to its owners’ strong political ties and receiving all forms
of approval (like environmental protection etc) from the
concerned authorities. The present note can only be considered
to be a glimpse of reality after Xi Jinping’s “anti‐corruption”
drive that has been enormously highlighted in People’s Daily,
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warehouses were old and likely to have safety problems, and
many others were likely operating without licenses. In 2013, the
United Nations Environment Programme warned that China’s
chemical and industrial parks had weak safety provisions. Weili

the government/party’s paramount mouthpiece.
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For the past two weeks, the situation at the Jawaharlal

Nehru University (JNU) has been on the boil after a prospectus
containing modified admission policy was allegedly leaked on
social media on 14th March. According to this leaked
prospectus, the fee was increased from Rs. 1200 for the general
category for admission to three subjects to Rs. 3600 for three
subjects for general Rs 2700 for OBC and Rs 1800 for SC ST
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strikers marched to the VC's residence to meet him and seek for
a dialogue. The students found the VC’s residence to be heavily
guarded. They tried to enter but were informed about his
absence. The students then returned to their hostels after
having one round of discussion regarding the next course of
action. The whole process was peaceful and democratic but the
VC hurled baseless allegations of a gherao towards the
protesting students.subjects for general, Rs. 2700 for OBC and Rs. 1800 for SC, ST

and others. Other than the fee hike, lateral entry into the BA
programme was closed down, online mode of entrance test was
introduced, deprivation points for MPhil as well as PhD was
reduced, and the integrated MPhil‐PhD programme was
delinked. These decisions were taken in the Academic Councils
meeting where representatives of the current student union
were not even allowed to participate. After a round of heavy
student protests the JNU administration was forced to revoke
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On 27th March, National Convention of

Universities organized by JNUTA took up the ‘Sabarmati
declaration’ named after the place it was adopted at. “This
election, if they form the government, probably everything
would be finished. Every institute is being headed by clones of
Modi,” said Dr. Anand Teltumbde. “Superficially, there is no
difference between the Congress and the BJP. While the
Congress is expediency driven, the BJP is ideology driven,” hestudent protests, the JNU administration was forced to revoke

the admission fee hike on the 15th of March. A second
prospectus was also officially released on that day.

Since 19th March, 11 students have sat on an indefinite
hunger strike demanding revocation of the second prospectus
and resignation of the VC, M. Jagdeesh Kumar. The other
demands put forward are:

Rejection of online mode of entrance examination.

Congress is expediency driven, the BJP is ideology driven, he
added. The Sabarmati declaration reads, “The past five years
have seen a concerted attack on the public funded university
and other institutes of higher education. This assault has been
on multiple levels simultaneously — availability of funding,
irregularities in recruitment and finance, inadequate
infrastructure, attacks on institutional autonomy, political
interference, constriction of equity, access and reservation,
diminishing quality of education and research, restrictions on

Restoration of deprivation points for the students coming
from marginalized communities for MPhil and PhD as well as
for the new courses introduced.
Reduction of the incredibly high fees for the engineering

and management courses.
Rejection of decision to discontinue BA lateral entry for the

School of Languages.
Rejection of decision to discontinue integrated MPhil PhD

diminishing quality of education and research, restrictions on
freedom of expression and association, democracy and
security.”

“Although in part a continuation of alarming trends of the
past, the past five years represent an exacerbation of these
tendencies both in terms of their virulence as well as the
breadth of their impact,” it read.

On 29th March, the hunger strike was called off by the
students after a period of nine days The students and teachersRejection of decision to discontinue integrated MPhil‐PhD.

Expressing solidarity with the students, JNUTA also called
for a one‐day strike on 20th March. On the 3rd day of the strike
i.e. on 21st March, the students went to meet the VC at his
residence. The VC was found to be playing Holi with the ABVP
leaders of the campus. Instead of listening to the demands of
the students, he offered sweets to the students on hunger
strike. As the hunger strike continued, many students fell ill and
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students after a period of nine days. The students and teachers
of JNU as well as other universities have taken up a vow to oust
the current RSS‐BJP Fascist regime headed by Modi as per the
‘Sabarmati declaration’.

JNU has been the epicentre of controversies for the last
few years as it remains one of the few universities that are
bastions of dissent in this country. The current regime is trying
very hard to do away with the affirmative actions that were
i l i i h l f i li d i
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had to be hospitalized.
On the 7th day of the strike (25th March, Monday),

hundreds of students sat on a relay hunger strike for a day in
solidarity with the students sitting on indefinite hunger strike. In

instrumental in ensuring that people from marginalized sections
of the society could gain admission at JNU. Moreover the
onslaught at JNU is not to be seen in isolation with the
nationwide push towards commercialization of education.
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